Exercise 3.2 Phonemes – vowel length identification (set A)

Instructions from the Speaker to the Listener
I will say each of these sentences using only one of the underlined words. Please tell me which one, or point to the word I used in the sentence. (The Speaker chooses which word to use).

1. They were talking about the **fawn/fun** they had.
2. Mary and Sue looked at the **sheep/ship**.
3. There were many **coats/cots** in the room.
4. John began to **paint/pant**.
5. Do you have the **bait/bat** in your car?
6. He bought some **cheap/chip** board at the hardware store.
7. He was sorry that he **beat/bit** the boy.
8. Pass me the **meat/mit**.
9. It was a great **feat/fit**.
10. Roger **caught/cut** the fish.